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Abstract: This article seeks to address knowledge gaps on sustainability indicators (SIs) in rural and
natural resource-dependent communities, considering how they are used to contextualize sustainable
development priorities and support local governance. We build on recent scholarship on the potentials
of SIs for stimulating societal transformation, extending this inquiry into rural and resource-based
communities which have been under-represented in SI research. The governance challenges facing
rural Canada, as well as its geographic and socio-economic diversity, provide a unique context
for examining these issues. We provide relatively uncommon synthetic findings by compiling an
inventory of SI initiatives across 39 rural communities and regions of Canada. Using the Community
Capital Framework, we examine grey literature and academic publications related to each initiative
spanning from 1999–2019 to determine the breadth of sustainable development priorities considered.
Informed by collaborative and multi-level governance frameworks, we explore how these initiatives
are used to support multi-stakeholder collective action. This article finds that rural Canadian SI
initiatives prioritize socio-cultural capital, with relatively fewer economic and ecological indicators,
while identifying a typology of SI use and inter-related governance dynamics informing how these
priorities and indicators are determined. Although some initiatives display highly collaborative and
bottom-up processes, many rural Canadian SI initiatives are characterized by a data-driven approach
that, when met with local capacity gaps, fails to contextualize standardized datasets to reflect rural
realities. We encourage more in-depth investigation of these findings and comparison of Canadian
experiences to other jurisdictions.
Keywords: sustainability indicators; sustainable development; rural development; Canada;
collaborative governance; regional development

1. Introduction
Communities and regions worldwide have used indicators to monitor progress towards sustainable
development (SD). Popularized by global calls to action such as Agenda 21 [1], and more recently the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [2], sustainability indicators (SIs) have been articulated at
local, national, and international scales [3]. However, SI research tends to focus on urban contexts [4,5],
with relatively few studies in rural and natural resource-dependent areas. Recent entries in Sustainability
have called for wider contextual variety in SI research and practice [6,7], which is needed to assess the
unique sustainability conditions of rural areas [8], while also reflecting global priorities like climate
action and gender equity. The multi-dimensional goals of protecting natural capital while enhancing
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social equity and economic prosperity reveal conflicting stakeholder interests that must be addressed
in pursuit of a holistic SD agenda [9,10].
Researchers debate how stakeholders should use SIs to support sustainability transitions and
influence governance at local, national, and global scales [11–14]. Some have contended that SIs must
be adopted by policy-makers in an instrumental fashion to have tangible impact [15,16]; others argue
that they should play more indirect roles like facilitating multi-stakeholder dialogue [11,17,18].
These debates relate to alternative perspectives on governance that highlight the complexity of
sustainability challenges and call for collaboration between state and non-state actors at multiple
scales [19–21]. SI tools may complement these collaborative governance arrangements when approached
through a participatory process [4,22]. However, it is unclear how local stakeholders can use SI tools to
support such efforts in rural contexts.
Rural Canada has experienced government retrenchment resulting from neoliberal policy agendas,
leading many communities to explore regional collaboration as a strategy for addressing sustainability
challenges [23,24]. Several tools have been developed at national, provincial/territorial, and local
levels to measure well-being and sustainability [25–27], including SI case studies in rural areas [28–30].
However, to our knowledge no research has integrated insights from individual cases to understand if
and how rural Canadian communities and regions have employed SIs, and whether these tools have
aided rural stakeholders in responding to local governance challenges.
The primary goal of this article is to address these gaps by synthesizing knowledge of existing
efforts to apply SIs in rural Canada, illuminating patterns across individual SI experiences and
informing future use of these tools in rural contexts. We ask the following research questions:
1.
2.

Do SI tools in rural and resource-dependent Canadian communities and regions portray a holistic
SD vision?
Do these initiatives support local governance in rural communities and regions, and if so, how?

To answer these questions, the article compiles an inventory of SI initiatives across rural Canadian
communities and regions. We begin by outlining a holistic SD vision based in the Community Capital
Framework (CCF) [10,31], considering that it can be defined and operationalized in various ways
(see Section 1.1), and describing how SIs have been used to advance this vision. We also discuss the
knowledge gap around SI use in light of governance challenges facing rural Canada. Next, we outline
the methods used to examine publicly available documents, including grey literature and academic
publications spanning from 1999–2019, on 39 SI initiatives in rural and resource-based areas of Canada,
using qualitative and descriptive quantitative tools to describe their characteristics and to what extent
they reflect a holistic SD vision. Finally, we examine the role these initiatives are intended to play (and
in some cases have played) in local governance, assessing various actors involved and to what extent
they reflect collaborative and multi-level governance characteristics [19,20], and presenting a typology
of rural SI use and related governance dynamics to inform future research.
1.1. Need for a Holistic SD Vision
In rural and urban communities alike, SD occurs at the nexus of interconnected social, economic,
ecological, and political systems [32,33]. This calls for a holistic approach to local development that
considers multiple forms of capital, primarily to halt unchecked economic growth at the expense of
ecosystems [34,35]. From a strong sustainability perspective, ecological capital has inherent value and
should not be substituted by produced assets, implying a non-declining stock over time (in contrast to
weak sustainability, in which natural capital can be degraded as long as the total capital stock remains
stable or grows) [36]. Social capital is crucial for maintaining bonds of trust between individuals and
groups through both formal and informal networks and promoting equity [37,38]. Human capital has
long been acknowledged as an essential development priority, recognizing the importance of a healthy
and educated population for economic productivity [39]. Finally, cultural capital informs societal
conceptions of sustainability and highlights the importance of diverse and inclusive societies [32,40].
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above, these stocks and the specific sustainability goals linked to them must reflect key sustainability
challenges in the local system while considering stakeholder perspectives [41]. The CCF has been
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challenges in the local system while considering stakeholder perspectives [41]. The CCF has been
used in numerous contexts, from evaluating the sustainability of Dutch cities [44] to forest community
resilience in rural Mexico [47], and numerous other locales [30,48–51].
1.2. Using Local Indicators in Collaborative Governance for SD
This holistic approach often reveals conflicting development priorities that require a collaborative
process to create mutual understanding and shared goals among diverse stakeholders [33,52].
Governance frameworks call for multi-sectoral collaboration [20,53], in which civil society,
business, and local authorities work alongside upper-level governments in novel power-sharing
arrangements [19,54]. This collaborative governance approach engages local residents meaningfully in
co-designing decisions that affect them, rather than shallow forms of participation like tokenism or
consultation [55], while striving for genuine collaboration that requires actors to devote time, develop
trust, and relinquish some control over jurisdictional authority [56]. Compared to conventional statist
governance, this approach is considered more appropriate for addressing sustainability challenges that
are complex in nature, embedded in dynamic socio-ecological systems, and affect diverse stakeholder
groups [21,23,53].
The need to balance diverse stakeholder interests (and differing priorities across community capital
areas) requires a common understanding of what SCD means in context and tools for determining
whether communities are moving towards it over time. International frameworks from Agenda 21
to the SDGs have called for sustainability indicator (SI) frameworks to guide communities towards
SD [1,2], for which countless tools have been developed [6]. Academic SI frameworks originated
in expert-driven tools [57,58], but have increasingly emphasized stakeholder participation and local
perspectives [12,59]. Many local SIs have also encouraged social learning among diverse stakeholders
through shared reflection and visioning [17,60].
Nevertheless, researchers and practitioners continue to debate how SIs should be used in governance.
Some have argued that indicators must be directly incorporated into formal, government-driven policy and
planning decisions to influence SD outcomes [15,16,61]; others have broadened the focus beyond government
actors by calling for multi-stakeholder engagement and transparency in indicator design [11,12,22,62]. Distinct
uses of SIs have been delineated, namely instrumental use as direct policy inputs versus conceptual use in
informing multi-stakeholder dialogue, which may in turn influence behaviors or policy and planning
decisions over time [16]. The former has been observed in cases like Portuguese municipalities that
have embedded SIs into sustainability planning guided by European Union frameworks [13], and Dutch
jurisdictions that have used a community capital-based process called the Sustainability Balance to monitor
regional sustainability [42,44]. However, this direct policy use is rare in practice [18], and even when this
occurs it is difficult to measure the ultimate impacts on SD outcomes. In a recent meta-analysis, Ramos [6]
identified ongoing knowledge gaps in institutionalizing SIs into governance and understanding how they
may be used differently across community or cultural contexts.
Instead, Holman [12] suggests that SIs are more commonly linked to facilitating multi-stakeholder
discourse and encouraging shared understanding. SIs have often aided local actors in translating global
imperatives like Agenda 21 into context-specific SD goals with significant citizen participation [4,17].
Therein, indicators can ‘strike a chord’ with different audiences [16], providing local stakeholders
with a “common language to talk about sustainable development” [22]. Nonetheless, this evidence of
‘soft impacts’ has not clarified whether these participatory approaches lead to tangible SD outcomes [3,17].
One challenge is the complex nature of societal transitions towards sustainability, which confront vested
interests with a stake in preserving the status quo [63], and take considerable time to develop a shared
vision among diverse stakeholders [53,55]. Bell and Morse [3] call for meta-analytical work to integrate
knowledge of SI use experiences and examine how they are formulated by various stakeholders, a call to
which this article responds.
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1.3. Under-Representation of Rural SI Tools
Furthermore, SI tools tend to be developed and applied in urban contexts, with relatively few
examples from rural communities and regions. Although some case studies have examined rural
areas [45,46], research in urban settings is much more common [6,13,64]. Recent studies have expanded
the focus into areas like Arctic cities and remote regions [7,65], and Indigenous contexts such as the
Maori [62]. However, a scan of recent literature reveals that, out of 87 worldwide SI case studies,
only 22 focused on rural settings (25%), compared to 52 urban case studies and 13 focusing on regions
including both urban and rural communities (which mostly included rural areas as part of a larger
metropolitan area). We searched the Scopus database for the following keywords: “sustainability
indicators”, “local”, and “communit*”, limiting the search to peer-reviewed articles and book chapters
published between 2011–2020. This gap widens in North America, where only two studies were
retrieved with a rural focus (9% of rural case studies).
Although rural communities are generally under-represented in indicator-based research, extant
studies in non-metropolitan contexts have often examined communities that depend on natural
resource industries (which describes many, although not all, rural communities). For example,
forestry-dependent Canadian communities have been the subject of both academic SIs and federal
forestry policies [28,66], while community-based fisheries monitoring has complemented and even
challenged official stock assessments [67]. The mining sector has responded to criticism by undertaking
corporate social responsibility reporting efforts and entering into Impact and Benefit Agreements [68,69],
with adjacent communities using SIs to anticipate the impacts of mining activity [30]. In these contexts,
SIs may act as early warning signals for communities whose dependence on a single industry leaves them
vulnerable to ecological and economic shocks [58]. However, such research rarely spans across natural
resource sectors (e.g., comparing indicators of forestry-based and mining communities), or considers
sustainability challenges facing rural communities that do not rely on natural resource extraction.
1.4. The Rural Canadian Context
Canada features diverse geographic, economic, and demographic conditions in rural and natural
resource-based places [70]. Rural Canada also faces considerable governance challenges stemming
from the withdrawal of upper-level government support, forcing local actors to explore alternative
governance arrangements based in cross-community and sectoral collaboration [24]. There is also a
variety of SI tools at various levels that rural stakeholders may be able to adapt [25,26].
1.4.1. Diversity of Rural Geographies
Rurality is a socially constructed and context-dependent concept [71], with the only commonly
agreed-upon factors being low population density and distance from high-density settlements [72],
which vary across national and regional scales. It is also shaped by rural citizens’ subjective experiences
and attachments to place [73], as well as identities imposed by urban residents onto rural people [74].
In Canada, quantitative benchmarks exist like the ‘Census rural’ designation (including all residents
outside of communities of 1000 or more with a population density below 400 inhabitants per km2 ),
or the ‘rural and small town’ (RST) designation which also includes communities beyond population
centers of 10,000 or more [75]. However, many communities that fall outside of these thresholds
may be considered rural in their regional contexts or have histories of resource dependence linking
them to rural regions through manufacturing activities like pulp and paper production or agri-foods.
Depending on the definition used, Rural Canada comprises between 17–19% of the overall population
(6–6.5 million residents) [76,77].
Rural Canada experiences considerable diversity across these criteria. Approximately 2/3 of
Canada’s population lives on only 4% of the country’s landmass along the southern border, creating
geographic disparities between southern and northern regions [8,78]. Northern residents predominantly
live in rural and remote communities, with few cities above 100,000 residents (the cut-off for Census
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metropolitan areas, or CMAs), although what constitutes a Northern or remote community varies across
provinces (with Canada’s three territories all in the North). Canada’s North is also largely populated
by Indigenous Peoples, who were often forced into permanent settlements from nomadic lifestyles by
colonial policies [79]. In contrast, more southerly rural communities are often highly interdependent
with nearby cities, linked by regional sustainability issues like food systems [80] and labor markets [81].
Some rural areas have become sought-after destinations for urbanites seeking amenities like low-cost
housing and the therapeutic and recreational benefits often associated with rural landscapes [82–84].
In contrast, remote communities are often connected to urban centers only through natural resource
extraction activities [85]—in which companies with largely urban headquarters extract resources from
remote regions—and policies set by decision-makers in urban-based government institutions.
1.4.2. Shifting Role of Natural Resource Economies
Canada’s history has been shaped by primary resource extraction, from early European mercantilist
colonization to subsequent nation-building and resource-based development policies [85,86]. Although
primary industries have gradually declined in national economic importance, and in many rural
communities, they remain important economic generators. In 2018, natural resources contributed
11.3% to Canada’s gross domestic product, with the fossil fuel-based energy sector contributing 7.6%,
mining 2.4%, and renewable resources (i.e., agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting) 1.3% [87].
Natural resources constitute 49% of national export revenue [88], and contribute heavily to government
revenues in many jurisdictions.
Natural resources are also important at the local level, with over 900 Canadian communities
directly depending on at least one resource sector [88]. Across Canada’s over 1800 rural and remote
communities (the majority having fewer than 10,000 inhabitants), 30% on average of labor force income
is derived from natural resource-based activities [89], and recent data show that 11% of the workforce
in RST areas is employed in these sectors [90]. (Statistics Canada divides resource-based occupations
into two categories: 1) agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting; and 2) mining, quarrying, and oil
and gas extraction). Nonetheless, primary sector employment has declined in many areas due to
overharvesting, automation, global competition, and other factors. Resource-based communities could
lose more jobs due to automation, with many communities that depend on natural resources and
manufacturing at high risk of having local jobs automated out of existence [91].
1.4.3. Uneven Demographic Landscape
Demography reflects several important factors of community sustainability. Firstly, the retention
(or attraction) of youth and young families in rural communities indicates that entrants to the workforce
see opportunity in the local labor market, while the working population is generating tax revenue to
sustain local services [92]. Conversely, a high proportion of retirees suggests that the economically
productive population is dwindling, creating an imbalance between tax-generating economic activities
and rising demands for services like healthcare and housing. Thirdly, in-migration of urbanites could
be linked to an appealing set of local amenities [93]. while the influx of immigrants may suggest that
there is a range of services for welcoming, settling, and retaining newcomers [72], but may also reveal
local labor shortages and can be linked to the discrimination of visible minorities.
Like most industrialized countries, Canada’s population has gradually urbanized, with the rural
population (according to the Census rural definition) shrinking from 87% in 1851 to 19% in 2016 [94,95].
Nonetheless, the rural population grew by 1.5% between 2011–2016, but at a slower rate than cities
(6%) [76]. These demographic trends vary considerably across provinces and regions. For example,
between 2011-2016 the rural population of Atlantic provinces declined by between 2-3% [96], while rural
Alberta’s population grew by 4% [76].
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1.4.4. The Need for Collaborative Approaches to Rural Governance
Rural Canadian communities are adapting to the retrenchment of upper-level government support.
Beginning in the 1980s, cutbacks to the welfare state meant that services to rural populations were
often the first to be reduced [86]. Furthermore, rural policy often takes a sectoral approach, rather than
following a holistic agenda [70]. For example, rural development in Ontario is the mandate of the
Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs, while in Newfoundland and Labrador (NL) it fell
under the tourism ministry until 2016, when the word ‘rural’ disappeared from the department’s
title [97–99]. After the federal Rural Secretariat was dismantled in 2013 [100], there was no coherent
national policy until a new rural economic development strategy and ministry was announced in
2019 [101].
In the face of retracting senior government support, many rural communities have strengthened
local governance capacity through collaborative approaches [8]. Although Canada has no uniform
level of government between municipal and provincial/territorial levels, rural communities are
increasingly working at the sub-provincial regional scale to share services through cross-community
and sectoral collaboration [86]. Regional approaches allow rural communities to pool resources to
enhance often-limited municipal capacity [102], while providing an appropriate scale to address issues
like water management and economic development [24,103,104]. In some provinces, these efforts are
supported by regional government structures like BC’s regional districts and Québec’s municipalités
régionales de comté [86]. In contrast, NL has experienced the dismantling of rural development
institutions that once provided key regional capacity to small municipalities [98].
Within collaborative regional approaches, a critical question is how rural Canadian communities
can engage with Indigenous Peoples (First Nations, Inuit, and Métis) in a mutually respectful manner.
Given the current agenda for reconciliation between Canada and the Indigenous Peoples who lived
there before colonization (and into current times), including federal commitments following the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission [105], rural regions can be important sites for collaboration and
knowledge-sharing between Indigenous nations and nearby communities [106]. These efforts must
acknowledge that Indigenous Peoples have their own unique rights, responsibilities, and ways of
knowing, which have informed a number of indicator-based tools [107–109]. Since these SI projects are
informed by an entirely different worldview from those stemming from Western science and policy,
the ways in which Indigenous Peoples define and measure sustainability must be considered.
1.4.5. Canadian SI Tools
Several indicator-based tools have been developed in Canada at various scales that may inform
local efforts in rural areas. The Canadian Index of Well-being (CIW) provides an alternative measure of
national welfare [26], including applications at provincial and local levels [110]. Another platform is
Vital Signs, coordinated by a national non-profit organization that supports community foundations
across the country in developing local indicator reports on quality of life and SD [25]. The federal
government’s environmental assessment process, which involves the analysis of ecological and
socio-cultural indicators to evaluate major development projects, was revised in 2018 [111]. The Genuine
Progress Indicator, an alternative to Gross Domestic Product with numerous applications at national
and state/provincial levels, has been advanced by its use in Nova Scotia and Alberta [112]. At the
provincial level, also, the System of Community Accounts was introduced in NL to make official
data more accessible to the public, allowing for retrieval of data at various aggregation levels [113].
At the community and regional scale, which is the focus of this article, several SI case studies have
been also conducted in rural areas [28–30,107,109]. However, echoing Bell and Morse’s critique of the
case study-dominated SI field [3], to our knowledge no research has looked across individual rural
Canadian SI experiences to compare their design and use at the local level. Furthermore, considering
the governance challenges facing rural Canada and interest in collaborative approaches, there is a need
to understand whether, and how, SIs can support collaborative arrangements in rural regions.
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2. Materials and Methods
This study compiled an inventory of rural SI initiatives based on available secondary information,
drawing from both grey literature and academic publications. Its methods were informed by qualitative
meta-synthesis, a systematic form of interpretivist research that seeks not to aggregate existing findings
through deductive statistical procedures (as with quantitative meta-analysis), but contribute to research
by illuminating patterns and proposing new directions [114,115]. We also draw from quantitative
research synthesis tools such as case surveys [116].
2.1. Identifying Rural SI Initiatives
We began by identifying a broad array of rural Canadian SI initiatives. Using purposive sampling,
this process intended not to exhaustively identify all SI initiatives in rural Canada, but represent a
diversity of rural contexts and approaches to indicator development and use. Intentionally excluding
initiatives at the provincial/territorial scale, we focused on the community and sub-provincial regional
level while considering how these local initiatives linked to higher-level frameworks. We began
by searching scholarly databases, but after noting few studies on rural Canadian SI initiatives in
available academic research (see Section 1.3), we also consulted non-academic resources like Vital
Signs (https://www.communityfoundations.ca/vitalsigns/reports/) and the Community Indicators
Consortium (https://communityindicators.net/), locating grey literature such as project reports and
websites. Case study documents were located in English, using keywords like “sustainability
indicators”, “rural”, “well-being”, “monitoring”, and “Canada”. We searched for documents dated
between 1999–2019, but since many initiatives had produced multiple documents (e.g., updated
indicator reports), we examined the most recently produced document in-depth for each project.
Limited French abilities among the research team prevented in-depth investigation of materials from
Francophone areas (e.g., Québec); a provincial SD indicator system was found [117], but no local
iterations of this framework were identified.
To classify the rurality of each initiative, we were informed by the RST classification (see Section 1.4),
but applied it in a flexible manner considering the variability in conceptions of rural identity across
provinces and regions. This process consisted of identifying whether a given initiative fell within
an RST area, a census agglomeration (CA, or smaller population center between 10,000–100,000
residents), or was on the fringes of a CMA, while simultaneously assessing whether project documents
self-described the community or region as rural. We also considered small cities (population < 100,000)
which either depended historically or presently on natural resource sectors and were not adjacent to a
CMA. We initially identified 56 initiatives in seven of Canada’s ten provinces (no initiatives found in
the territories). Of these, 39 were Vital Signs initiatives (69%), two were derivations of the CIW, and the
remaining 15 were not affiliated with any national SI tool.
2.2. Exclusion Criteria
Next, we applied several exclusion criteria to refine the initially identified set of rural SI initiatives.
The first goal of this process was to reduce the number of cases in the sample to allow for more in-depth
analysis of each case, while still following a meta-synthetic approach that prioritized breadth over depth.
Informed by the rural contextual factors discussed in Section 1.4, we sought to limit the sample to a set of
initiatives that represented a diversity of rural geographies (e.g., small city, urban-adjacent, and remote),
regional economic structures (including both highly natural resource-dependent areas and ones without
significant resource activity), and demographic trends (growing vs. declining). Thus, initiatives in
communities or regions that overlapped geographically or were heavily concentrated in one region
(e.g., southwestern Ontario, coastal British Columbia) were excluded to avoid over-representation of
one context, while still including at least one from the same area. We included regions located partially
in a metropolitan area to represent communities on the urban fringe (e.g., Selkirk, MB), but excluded
regions that included an entire CMA (e.g., Kelowna, BC), since this scale would be more appropriately
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considered a metropolitan region. We also sought to represent SI initiatives developed by Indigenous
Peoples in reserves or upon their traditional territories, and initiatives occurring in Northern or remote
communities (which often overlap).
The exclusion process was also informed by the consideration of geographical scale, both to identify
at what level rural SI initiatives are most commonly conducted and how scale relates to local governance
factors. We sought to include both initiatives in formal administrative regions (e.g., municipality,
county) and in areas not based on formal boundaries (see Section 3.3). This process ensured that the
sample included initiatives at both the single community and regional scale, representing a variety
of ways that regional scope can be defined. Simultaneously, we wanted to ensure that all initiatives
focused on sustainability at the community or regional level, rather than taking a sectoral or issue-based
Sustainability 2020, 12, 8601
9 of 35
focus. Thus, we excluded initiatives that focused on a single topic (e.g., agriculture, forestry, schools),
since these initiatives would not likely be comparable to others that considered a wide range of
(e.g., agriculture, forestry, schools), since these initiatives would not likely be comparable to others
local issues.
that considered a wide range of local issues.
Based on these criteria, we excluded 17 initially identified cases, including 12 Vital Signs and
Based on these criteria, we excluded 17 initially identified cases, including 12 Vital Signs and
five grassroots initiatives; of these, seven initiatives were in Ontario, five in BC, three in Alberta,
five grassroots initiatives; of these, seven initiatives were in Ontario, five in BC, three in Alberta, and
and one each in NL and Nova Scotia. (See supplementary material for a list of excluded initiatives and
one each in NL and Nova Scotia. (See supplementary material for a list of excluded initiatives and
their locations). Most excluded initiatives were geographically close to a project that was included
their locations). Most excluded initiatives were geographically close to a project that was included
for further analysis, meaning that the geographic distribution of all identified cases was similar to
for further analysis, meaning that the geographic distribution of all identified cases was similar to
those represented in the selected cases (Figure 2). Of the 39 remaining, 15 (38.5%) were in BC, 10 in
those represented in the selected cases (Figure 2). Of the 39 remaining, 15 (38.5%) were in BC, 10 in
Ontario (25.6%), six in Nova Scotia (15.4%), three each in Alberta and Manitoba (7.7%), and one
Ontario (25.6%), six in Nova Scotia (15.4%), three each in Alberta and Manitoba (7.7%), and one each
each in Québec and NL. As shown below, most were located in southern Canada, with only three
in Québec and NL. As shown below, most were located in southern Canada, with only three located
located in self-identified northern regions. Twenty-seven (69.2%) were Vital Signs initiatives, 10 (25.6%)
in self-identified northern regions. Twenty-seven (69.2%) were Vital Signs initiatives, 10 (25.6%)
grassroots, and two (5.1%) CIW.
grassroots, and two (5.1%) CIW.

2. Map of rural Canadian
Canadian SI initiatives
initiatives included in the inventory.
inventory. (Map prepared by Myron
Myron
Figure 2.
Environmental Policy
Policy Institute,
Institute, Grenfell
Grenfell Campus
Campus of
of Memorial
Memorial University).
University).
King, Environmental

2.3. Comparing Community and Initiative Characteristics
Next, to better understand the rural contexts in which the SI initiatives occurred, we compiled
descriptive quantitative trends, including: demographic factors (i.e., population size, rate of
growth/decline); major employment sectors, including the proportion of natural resource
occupations; and, using Statistics Canada classifications to identify the nearest CMA, level of rurality.
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2.3. Comparing Community and Initiative Characteristics
Next, to better understand the rural contexts in which the SI initiatives occurred, we compiled
descriptive quantitative trends, including: demographic factors (i.e., population size, rate of
growth/decline); major employment sectors, including the proportion of natural resource occupations;
and, using Statistics Canada classifications to identify the nearest CMA, level of rurality. Based on
thresholds identified by Freshwater et al. [81], who used commuting distances of 100 km or less to
define functional economic regions in Atlantic Canada, and considering regional variations in factors
like road quality and topography (which can greatly affect transportation conditions), we classified
all communities within 150 km of a CMA urban-adjacent, those over 150 km as non-urban adjacent,
and noted areas which self-identified their community or region as Northern and/or remote (which is
conceived 2020,
differently
Sustainability
12, 8601 across provinces).
10 of 35
2.4. Community
CommunityCapital
CapitalAnalysis
Analysis
2.4.
To assess
assess whether
whether these
these initiatives
initiatives represented
represented aa holistic
holisticSD
SDagenda,
agenda,we
weused
usedthe
theCCF
CCF[31,45],
[31,45],
To
approaching
the
indicators
used
in
each
SI
initiative
as
a
set
of
stated
sustainability
priorities
and
approaching the indicators used in each SI initiative as a set of stated sustainability priorities and
examining how
forms
of community
capital.
ThisThis
assessment
used aused
three-capital
examining
how they
theyreflected
reflecteddifferent
different
forms
of community
capital.
assessment
a threemodel
informed
by
the
three-legged
stool
concept
[9],
starting
with
a
basic
set
of
stocks
(see
Figure
1),
capital model informed by the three-legged stool concept [9], starting with a basic set of stocks
(see
but
adapting
them
considerably
to
fit
salient
SD
priorities
described
in
project
documents.
We
drew
Figure 1), but adapting them considerably to fit salient SD priorities described in project documents.
from
the from
Sustainability
Balance approach,
which offers
tools
fortools
operationalizing
SCD bySCD
linking
We
drew
the Sustainability
Balance approach,
which
offers
for operationalizing
by
capitals,
stocks,
and
indicators
[42,44].
Figure
3
shows
how
this
method
uses
aggregation
and
linking capitals, stocks, and indicators [42,44]. Figure 3 shows how this method uses aggregation data
and
visualization
tools to
score
indicators
related torelated
a giventostock,
withstock,
each indicator’s
contributing
data
visualization
tools
toall
score
all indicators
a given
with each score
indicator’s
score
to
the
overall
status
of
each
stock
and
capital
(represented
by
the
smaller
triangle
that
shows each
contributing to the overall status of each stock and capital (represented by the smaller triangle
that
capital’s
performance
in relation toinan
ideal state).
shows
each
capital’s performance
relation
to an ideal state).

Figure 3. Community
thethe
study.
(Image
provided
by the
Centre
Figure
Community capital
capitalmodel
modelinforming
informing
study.
(Image
provided
byTelos
the Brabant
Telos Brabant
for
Sustainable
Development,
Tilburg
Netherlands).
Centre for Sustainable Development, Tilburg Netherlands).

Between these
these stocks
stocks and
and the
the indicators
indicators used
used to
to measure
measure them,
them, local
local sustainability
sustainability goals
goals must
must
Between
reflect the
thepriorities
prioritiesthat
thatare
aremost
mostimportant
important
community
or regional
context;
process
reflect
in in
thethe
community
or regional
context;
this this
process
can
can
occur
through
participatory
(and
lengthy)
multi-stakeholder
visioning
and
planning,
or
using
occur through participatory (and lengthy) multi-stakeholder visioning and planning, or using a pre-a
determined set of goals and indicators [42]. Finally, the indicators are evaluated against benchmarks
based on normative assessments of the state of each indicator (represented by the radial diagram in
Figure 3). Figure 4 shows this process step by step.
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Figure 4. Identification of capital stocks and indicators through the Sustainability Balance approach.
Figure 4. Identification of capital stocks and indicators through the Sustainability Balance approach.
(Image adapted from Zoeteman et al.).
(Image adapted from Zoeteman et al.).

This analysis was organized according to the above approach, which guided our identification of
This analysis
to the
the 39
above
approach,rather
whichthan
guided
our identification
key stocks
based onwas
the organized
indicators according
used across
SI initiatives,
evaluating
the state
key stocks
based
on the
used
the 39key
SI initiatives,
rather
evaluatingwe
theused
state
ofoflocal
indicators
based
on indicators
benchmarks.
Toacross
determine
stocks among
thethan
SI initiatives,
of
local
indicators
based
on
benchmarks.
To
determine
key
stocks
among
the
SI
initiatives,
we
used
a blend of inductive and deductive content analysis [118], aggregating each initiative’s goals and
a blend of inductive and deductive content analysis [118], aggregating each initiative’s goals and
indicators and comparing them to these stocks. We initially identified a large number of inductive
indicators and comparing them to these stocks. We initially identified a large number of inductive
priorities, then refined them in comparison with the CCF stocks. Through this iterative process,
priorities, then refined them in comparison with the CCF stocks. Through this iterative process, we
we combined indicators that were duplicative (e.g., number of seniors vs. percent senior population),
combined indicators that were duplicative (e.g., number of seniors vs. percent senior population), as
as well as similar stocks. We analyzed the frequency with which they appeared across initiatives,
well as similar stocks. We analyzed the frequency with which they appeared across initiatives,
comparing stock-and indicator-level emphasis between initiatives, revealing what kinds of indicators
comparing stock-and indicator-level emphasis between initiatives, revealing what kinds of indicators
were used to define SD in context and whether certain kinds of initiatives prioritized different stocks
were used to define SD in context and whether certain kinds of initiatives prioritized different stocks
and indicators over others.
and indicators over others.
2.5. Governance Analysis
2.5. Governance Analysis
Finally, we examined case documents to determine the role of the initiatives in local
Finally,This
we assessment
examined case
totheories
determine
the role
of the initiativespublic
in local
governance.
governance.
wasdocuments
informed by
of shared
decision-making,
participation,
This
assessmentand
wasmulti-level
informed governance
by theories[19–21,51,54],
of shared decision-making,
public
participation,
and
and
collaborative
insights on regional
collaboration
in rural
collaborative
and
multi-level
governance
[19–21,51,54],
insights
on
regional
collaboration
in
rural
Canada [23,24], and SI literature [11,16,18]. Using QSR Nvivo™ software, we assessed case documents
Canada
[23,24],
and criteria:
SI literature [11,16,18]. Using QSR Nvivo™ software, we assessed case
based
on the
following
documents based on the following criteria:
•
Range of governance actors involved at different scales

Range of governance actors involved at different scales
#o
Leadactor
actor
Lead
#o
Rangeand
andlevel
levelof
ofinvolvement
involvementof
ofother
otheractors
actors
Range
#o
Initiativeduration
durationand
andage
age
Initiative
Engagement
#o
Engagementofoflocal
localresidents
residents
Scale
#o
Scaleand
andoverlap
overlapwith
withformal
formalgovernment
governmentjurisdictions
jurisdictions

Level of embeddedness in local SD priorities and related governance processes
•
Level of embeddedness in local SD priorities and related governance processes
o
Linkages with municipal or regional SD strategies
Linkages
#o
Linkageswith
withnational/international
municipal or regionalframeworks
SD strategies
o
Incorporation of local priorities and perspectives

Intended role in shared decision-making
o
Intended (or actual if applicable, depending on the initiative stage) uses of SI tool among
different audiences
o
Depth of collaboration (in practice and/or envisioned) among actors
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collaboration (in practice and/or envisioned) among actors

Results
3.3.Results

3.1.
3.1.Community
Communityand
andInitiative
InitiativeCharacteristics
Characteristics
The
identified
in the
variedvaried
considerably
in their in
community
and regional
TheSISIinitiatives
initiatives
identified
in inventory
the inventory
considerably
their community
and
contexts.
Across
all
cases,
the
average
population
was
48,017
residents,
ranging
from
a
community
regional contexts. Across all cases, the average population was 48,017 residents, ranging fromofa
601
residentsof
to601
a region
of 167,425
(see Supplementary
Materials for a Materials
full list of for
case
locations
community
residents
to a region
of 167,425 (see Supplementary
a full
list of and
case
related
contextual
factors);
19 initiatives
(48.7%)
were in Census
RST
areasin(<10,000
areas
locations
and related
contextual
factors);
19 initiatives
(48.7%)
were
Census residents).
RST areas Of
(<10,000
including
a CA
as their
largest community,
25.6%
had acommunity,
town between
10,000–39,999
inhabitants,
15.4%
residents).
Of areas
including
a CA as their
largest
25.6%
had a town
between 10,000–
had
a CA
of 40,000–69,999
people,
encompassedpeople,
a small5.1%
cityencompassed
between 70,000–99,999,
5.1%
39,999
inhabitants,
15.4% had
a CA5.1%
of 40,000–69,999
a small cityand
between
were
on
the
fringes
of
a
CMA.
Figure
5
shows
the
distribution
of
initiatives
across
these
census
70,000–99,999, and 5.1% were on the fringes of a CMA. Figure 5 shows the distribution of initiatives
classifications
and the
average population
each grouping.
across these census
classifications
and theof
average
population of each grouping.

Figure 5. Distribution of SI initiatives across census classifications with average population. (Average
Figure 5. Distribution
SI initiatives
classifications
average
(Average
population
refers to the of
total
populationacross
of the census
community
or region with
considered
in population.
each initiative,
not of
population
refers
to
the
total
population
of
the
community
or
region
considered
in
each
initiative,
not
the largest community (e.g., CA) included in that area).
of the largest community (e.g. CA) included in that area).

The sample varied in demographic change between 2011–2016, ranging from −4.6% (Temiskaming,
sample
varied
demographic
change
between 2011–2016,
rangingwere
from
−4.6%
ON) toThe
+20.7%
(Whistler,
BC).inHowever,
the majority
of communities
and regions (71.8%)
growing,
(Temiskaming,
ON)
to
+20.7%
(Whistler,
BC).
However,
the
majority
of
communities
and
regions
with an average 5-year growth rate of +3.5% across all cases. The prevalence of natural resource
(71.8%) were
growing,
average 5-year
growth
rateValley,
of +3.5%
allaverage
cases. The
prevalence
occupations
ranged
fromwith
1.3%an
(Whistler)
to 20.9%
(Robson
BC),across
with an
of 7.4%
of the
of natural
resource
ranged
from
1.3%distance
(Whistler)
20.9%
(Robson
Valley,
BC),
with an
local
workforce
basedoccupations
in these sectors.
The
average
to atoCMA
was
183 km,
with 21
initiatives
averageless
of 7.4%
thekm
local
workforce
in 30.8%
these sectors.
The average distance
a CMA
(53.8%)
thanof
150
from
an urbanbased
center,
in non-urban-adjacent
areas to
(>150
km was
from183
a
km, with
initiatives
lessand
thanremote
150 km
from anareas.
urbanMany
center,
30.8% in non-urban-adjacent
CMA),
and21
7.6%
each in (53.8%)
small cities
Northern
communities
with low resource
areas (>150 were
km from
a tourism-dependent
CMA), and 7.6% each
small cities
and remote (e.g.,
Northern
areas. Many
dependence
heavily
(e.g.,in
Whistler)
or urban-adjacent
Headwaters,
ON).
communities with low resource dependence were heavily tourism-dependent (e.g., Whistler) or
urban-adjacent (e.g., Headwaters, ON). In contrast, the most resource-dependent areas tended to be
non-urban-adjacent, with communities that had over 10% natural resource dependence located an
average of 291 km from the nearest CMA.
Considering these factors, the initiatives were clustered within a particular range. Most
communities were relatively urban-adjacent, had a low level of dependence on resource sectors, and
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In contrast, the most resource-dependent areas tended to be non-urban-adjacent, with communities
that had over 10% natural resource dependence located an average of 291 km from the nearest CMA.
Considering these factors, the initiatives were clustered within a particular range. Most communities
were relatively urban-adjacent, had a low level of dependence on resource sectors, and stable or growing
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populations, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Distribution of initiatives across geographic and socio-economic factors.
Figure 6. Distribution of initiatives across geographic and socio-economic factors.

There were several outliers, like the Robson Valley, a relatively remote region in BC’s interior that
There
were several outliers,
like the
Robson Valley, and
a relatively
remote
in BC’s interior
is heavily
forest-dependent
and declining
demographically,
Canmore,
AB, aregion
tourism-dependent
that is heavily
forest-dependent
andgrowth.
declining
and Canmore,
AB, a tourismcommunity
near Calgary
facing rapid
Twodemographically,
of the three remote/Northern
initiatives
were
dependent
community
near
Calgary
facing
rapid
growth.
Two
of
the
three
remote/Northern
conducted by Indigenous Peoples in very remote areas (discussed below), with the remaining initiative
initiatives
wereinitiative
conducted
by Northern
Indigenous
Peoples
in very
remote
areas to
(discussed
below),
with the
a Vital
Signs (VS)
from
Ontario.
These
stood
in contrast
small cities
(VS projects
initiative
a VitalGeorge,
Signs (VS)
from MB),
Northern
These stood
in contrast
in remaining
Medicine Hat,
AB, Prince
BC, initiative
and Brandon,
all ofOntario.
which depended
historically
on to
small
cities
(VS
projects
in
Medicine
Hat,
AB,
Prince
George,
BC,
and
Brandon,
MB),
all
of
which
natural resources or continue to do so.
depended historically on natural resources or continue to do so.
3.2. Rural SD Priorities and Indicators
3.2. Rural SD Priorities and Indicators
We identified 1073 indicators across all initiatives, beginning with 20 basic stocks (see Figure 1)
but adapting
them substantially
to reflect
28 overarching
priority
areaswith
in which
these
indicators
were 1)
We identified
1,073 indicators
across
all initiatives,
beginning
20 basic
stocks
(see Figure
organized
across
project
documents.
The initiatives
placed
the greatest
emphasis
on socio-cultural
but adapting
them
substantially
to reflect
28 overarching
priority
areas in
which these
indicators were
capital,
using
681 indicators
(63.5%); The
prevalent
socio-cultural
stocks included
health
organized
across
project documents.
initiatives
placed the greatest
emphasisphysical
on socio-cultural
(109
indicators
education(63.5%);
(82), and
housingsocio-cultural
(66). The second-most
emphasized
capital
was
capital,
usingtotal),
681 indicators
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physical
health
(109
economic
(222total),
indicators,
or 20.7%
of total),
prioritizing
structure (72emphasized
indicators), labor
indicators
education
(82),
and housing
(66).economic
The second-most
capital(63),
was
and
transportation
(50). Ecological
capital
was measured
byeconomic
170 indicators
(15.8%
ofindicators),
total), emphasizing
economic
(222 indicators,
or 20.7%
of total),
prioritizing
structure
(72
labor (63),
ecosystems
(56 indicators),
reduction
(22), and
change
(22). (15.8% of total),
and transportation
(50).waste
Ecological
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was climate
measured
by and
170 energy
indicators
Figure 7 reveals
the most
rural SD (22),
and those
that were
under-emphasized.
emphasizing
ecosystems
(56 prioritized
indicators),areas
wasteofreduction
and climate
change
and energy (22).
Of the latter,
likeprioritized
air qualityareas
and natural
were relatively
Figureecological
7 reveals stocks
the most
of ruralresources
SD and those
that were under-prioritized,
under-emphasized.
as Of
well
aslatter,
financial
resources
in economic
capital and
in socio-cultural
capital.
Comparing
the
ecological
stocks
like air quality
and gender
naturalequity
resources
were relatively
under-prioritized,
stock-level
by level
of rurality,
Figure 8 shows
factors
likeequity
urban adjacency
or remoteness
as well emphasis
as financial
resources
in economic
capitalhow
and
gender
in socio-cultural
capital.
affected
the SDstock-level
priorities considered.
two
of these
categories
(small
and like
remote/Northern)
Comparing
emphasis bySince
level of
rurality,
Figure
8 shows
howcity
factors
urban adjacency
had
three cases,
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uniform considered.
weighting (calculating
thethese
proportion
of indicators
oronly
remoteness
affected
the SD apriorities
Since two of
categories
(small cityper
and
stock
across geographic
to compare
their
prioritization
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only three
cases, we
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Figure 8. Stock-level emphasis by level of rurality (weighted to 100).
Figure 8. Stock-level emphasis by level of rurality (weighted to 100).
Figure 8. Stock-level emphasis by level of rurality (weighted to 100).

As shown above, remote/Northern areas were the only geographic category that departed
As shown above, remote/Northern areas were the only geographic category that departed
considerably
in their
stock-level
emphasis. areas
Two were
of these
were led
by First
Nations,
As shown
above,
remote/Northern
the initiatives
only geographic
category
that
departed
considerably in their stock-level emphasis. Two of these initiatives were led by First Nations, whose
whose
indicatorsin
were
informed
by Indigenous
cultures
and initiatives
worldviews.
Forled
example,
Little Red
considerably
their
stock-level
emphasis. Two
of these
were
by Firstthe
Nations,
whose
indicators were informed by Indigenous cultures and worldviews. For example, the Little Red River
River
Cree Nation
indicators
likeand
“community
elders
thethe
meat
harvested
indicators
were(LRRCN)
informedarticulated
by Indigenous
cultures
worldviews.
For receive
example,
Little
Red River
Cree Nation (LRRCN) articulated indicators like “community elders receive the meat harvested from
from
trophy
hunts”
[114], which
simultaneously
related
to natural elders
resources,
ecosystems,
security,
Cree
Nation
(LRRCN)
articulated
indicators like
“community
receive
the meatfood
harvested
from
trophy hunts” [114], which simultaneously related to natural resources, ecosystems, food security,
andtrophy
cultural
diversity
(see
Section
4).
hunts”
[114],
which
simultaneously
related to natural resources, ecosystems, food security,
and cultural diversity (see Section 4).
and cultural diversity (see Section 4).
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These
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(e.g.,
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of
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indicators
in
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collected
by
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all
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their frequency
across(Figure
stocks9),(Figure
9), also
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using
these
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their frequency
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also identifying
identifying
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goals describing
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in which
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were
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to
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example,
an
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like
“assist
with
were intended to move. For example, an aspirational indicator like “assist with the retention
the
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and
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of
local
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was
only
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in
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initiative
(Huron
County,
ON),
and expansion of local businesses” was only used in one initiative (Huron County, ON), contrasted
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like theofnumber
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indicators
like the number
new businesses
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by seven
initiatives).
Living
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was
the
most
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aspirational
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(used
by
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initiatives),
Living wage was the most popular aspirational indicator (used by 10 initiatives), aiming aiming
to bring
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wage studies.
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a livable
based
localon
living

Figure 9. Indicator types across initiatives (percentage of total indicators per stock).
Figure 9. Indicator types across initiatives (percentage of total indicators per stock).

The most common indicator type was official data (65.6% across all initiatives), followed by
perceptual
(19.9%),
policy
(8.2%),type
and was
aspirational
(6.3%).
Policy
indicators
were common
among
The most
common
indicator
official data
(65.6%
across
all initiatives),
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by
education (19.9%),
(e.g., public
spending
per aspirational
student), housing
number
of affordable
housing
units
perceptual
policy
(8.2%), and
(6.3%).(e.g.,
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among
built by local
and per
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(e.g.,
rates). Unsurprisingly,
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(e.g., authorities),
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(e.g.,property
number tax
of affordable
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policy
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localproperty
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by
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resourcesof
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tax rates).
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of local
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those collected
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length
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(e.g.,
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sense of initiatives
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often organized
in a uniformoflist
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liketheir
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and
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official
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use inEconomy
VS projects,
Work,were
and Environment
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from CFC,
20:16; see
Supplementary
Material for
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this standard indicator set. Most of the common indicators used by both VS and non-VS initiatives
(including grassroots projects (10) and CIW (2)) correspond to socio-cultural capital. Although many
VS initiatives (including grassroots projects (10) and CIW (2)) correspond to socio-cultural capital.
of these indicators were used by both groups (e.g., unemployment rate, perceived sense of community
Although many of these indicators were used by both groups (e.g., unemployment rate, perceived
belonging), non-VS projects prioritized some indicators not often used by VS. For example, waste
sense of community belonging), non-VS projects prioritized some indicators not often used by VS.
diversion rate was used by 41.6% of non-VS initiatives (5/12), the only ecological indicator to appear in
For example, waste diversion rate was used by 41.6% of non-VS initiatives (5/12), the only ecological
their top 15 list, whereas only 22.2% (6/27) of VS reports included this indicator. Similarly, the number
indicator to appear in their top 15 list, whereas only 22.2% (6/27) of VS reports included this indicator.
of business licenses issued annually was used in 33.3% of non-VS projects (4/12), but only 11% of
Similarly, the number of business licenses issued annually was used in 33.3% of non-VS projects
VS reports (3/27). See Supplementary Material for the 15 most commonly used indicators in VS and
(4/12), but only 11% of VS reports (3/27). See Supplementary Material for the 15 most commonly used
non-VS initiatives.
indicators in VS and non-VS initiatives.
The large number of VS initiatives influenced the stocks prioritized across the sample (e.g., physical
The large number of VS initiatives influenced the stocks prioritized across the sample (e.g.,
health, education, housing). In contrast, non-VS initiatives placed greater emphasis on ecosystems
physical health, education, housing). In contrast, non-VS initiatives placed greater emphasis on
and economic structure, while converging on labor, housing, and of sense of belonging, and slightly
ecosystems and economic structure, while converging on labor, housing, and of sense of belonging,
weighting social inclusion and political participation higher than VS initiatives. Figure 10 compares
and slightly weighting social inclusion and political participation higher than VS initiatives. Figure
the holism of these initiative types, accounting for the over-representation of VS initiatives by applying
10 compares the holism of these initiative types, accounting for the over-representation of VS
a uniform weighting so that each stock’s weight is converted to a proportion of the total number of
initiatives by applying a uniform weighting so that each stock’s weight is converted to a proportion
indicators across initiative type.
of the total number of indicators across initiative type.

Figure 10. Stock-level emphasis by initiative type (weighted to 100).
Figure 10. Stock-level emphasis by initiative type (weighted to 100).
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Figure 11. Capital-level emphasis of initiative types (weighted to 100).
Figure 11. Capital-level emphasis of initiative types (weighted to 100).

As shown above, socio-cultural capital takes precedence across all initiative types, although
As shown above, socio-cultural capital takes precedence across all initiative types, although
grassroots initiatives were somewhat more balanced than VS and CIW (which were almost identical in
grassroots initiatives were somewhat more balanced than VS and CIW (which were almost identical
capital-level emphasis) due to more frequent use of ecological and economic indicators. Returning to the
in capital-level emphasis) due to more frequent use of ecological and economic indicators. Returning
stock level, some stocks (e.g., gender equity, air quality, and financial resources) were under-emphasized
to the stock level, some stocks (e.g., gender equity, air quality, and financial resources) were underacross all initiative types, potentially revealing gaps in a rural SD agenda.
emphasized across all initiative types, potentially revealing gaps in a rural SD agenda.
3.3. Governance Assessment
3.3. Governance Assessment
3.3.1. Leading Actors
3.3.1. Leading Actors
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Table 1. Distribution of SI initiatives by lead actor and scale.

Table 1. Distribution of SI initiatives by lead actor and scale.
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3.3.2. Scale and Jurisdictional Overlap
These driving actors were directly related to the scale at which initiatives were carried out.
The most common scale was a designated administrative region (e.g., county, regional district),
representing 33.3% of initiatives. In contrast, the second most common scale (30.8%) was a region based
not on administrative or metropolitan boundaries, but some other regional scope. Often, these areas
were based on eco-regions (e.g., Columbia Basin-Boundary region of BC, Lacloche Foothills in ON).
Less frequent scales included municipal boundaries (seven initiatives, or 17.9%), multi-county regions
(7.6%), metropolitan areas of a small resource-based city, and Indigenous territories (5.1% each).
Incidentally, these designations also represent aggregation levels for which Statistics Canada data are
readily available (except for non-administrative region and Indigenous territory), implying that the
availability of data at the appropriate geographic scope is also closely related to the chosen scale. Table 1
reveals two main clusters at the regional level, but in both administrative and non-administrative
regions these initiatives were driven primarily by non-profit organizations (community foundations in
all but one of 19 cases). A similar pattern is seen at the municipal scale, which instead of being driven
by the municipality were led by community foundations in 5/7 cases.
3.3.3. Initiative Duration and Age
To assess each initiative’s duration, we examined how many iterations of the indicator tool had
occurred, the overall length of time that the project has existed, and the frequency with which it
has been updated (e.g., new report). Since in many cases it was unclear based on publicly available
documents whether an initiative was still active (especially older initiatives), we calculated each
initiative’s duration based on the length of time between the first iteration (e.g., inaugural indicator
report) and the most recent available. For example, if a VS released its first report in 2011, and its
most recent in 2018, we noted a duration of seven years (as opposed to nine, which could incorrectly
assume that the initiative was still active when it may have gone inactive since 2018). We considered
documents going back to 1999 and as recent as 2019.
The average initiative duration was 4.5 years, with the two longest-running initiatives also the
only municipal-led projects (Canmore, AB at 19 years and Whistler, BC at 13). Conversely, 11 initiatives
appeared to have only had one iteration, including relatively new initiatives (e.g., Selkirk VS, launched
in 2018), and projects that occurred over 10 years ago (e.g., Robson Valley). This project, along with
another academic-led initiative (Oxford County, ON), appeared to have no follow-up (contrasted to an
academic-led project in the Kootenays region of BC that had regular updates over a five-year period).
Overall, 20.5% of initiatives started between 1999–2009, 43.6% between 2010–2014, and 35.9% between
2015–2019. The average frequency of updates was 3.1 years. Figure 12 compares average initiative
duration across lead actor types, highlighting the marked longevity of municipal-run projects among
other initiative types.
3.3.4. Stakeholder Engagement
All initiatives discussed engaging the general public, such as community foundations communicating
to potential donors or local governments aiming to involve citizens in decision-making. 66% of initiatives
intended to engage local governments, both by informing municipal or regional decision-making and
working with governments as partners. 30.8% of initiatives aimed to engage the private sector (e.g., informing
tourism investment or resource development projects), while many more mentioned local businesses as
sponsors or engaged consultants and think tanks to conduct the project. Only 15.4% of initiatives discussed
engaging provincial or federal government agencies, often as a funding agency or a source of policy
decisions that affect local conditions. We discuss the nature in which these stakeholders were involved more
in-depth below.
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The initiatives varied widely in efforts taken to involve local residents. Overall, 56% of initiatives
To gauge how embedded the initiatives were in local SD priorities, we considered both whether
surveyed local residents, which is a common practice in VS projects and is sometimes paired with
grassroots initiatives were informed by high-level priorities and if national-level frameworks referenced
other engagement methods like meetings with subject matter experts or group consultations. Of the
local policy and planning priorities. Using qualitative rankings (high, medium, low), we assessed
initiatives, 25.6% combined surveys with consultation sessions, and only 12.8% used workshops
to what extent each initiative discussed local (municipal or regional) policies and plans, national
without a survey. Some surveys provided rich perceptual data to complement (or contrast) official
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The initiatives occurred along a spectrum of balancing top-down and bottom-up approaches. Seven
ranging from natural beauty to employment opportunities. In a few cases, these in-depth consultation
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methods were part of community-based research projects in which extensive data collection enriched
(which were part of the municipalities’ sustainability planning processes), both Indigenous-led initiatives,
the depth of engagement (e.g., LRRCN, Naskapi Nation, Clarenville-Bonavista).
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level), the standard VS framework also seemed to be connected to data availability. As will be discussed
in Section 4, local VS projects also rely on the national organization (Community Foundations of
Canada, or CFC) for access to these data, which are presented in the standard framework. For example,
the North Okanagan VS report describes that “[m]uch of the data within this report was collected by
the CFC’s data partner, the International Institute for Sustainable Development” [120]. In total, 55.6% of
VS initiatives followed this data-driven approach, applying a standard framework and indicators with
minimal incorporation of local perspectives. In these data-driven VS projects, there appeared to be little
effort to contextualize this standard framework and dataset within local priorities and perspectives.
Nonetheless, other VS initiatives took a more contextualized approach. Clayoquot Sound, BC included
extensive conservation indicators from recent ecological studies and transportation indicators relevant
to the region’s island geography, as well as traditional knowledge from First Nations living in the region
and local resident surveys. In an intermediate range, a handful of initiatives balanced official data with
local resident perspectives, often derived from consultation sessions or surveys. These intermediate
initiatives often incorporated stories to enrich the information portrayed by the indicators, like local
residents’ anecdotes and examples of community initiatives aimed at addressing identified needs.
The Medicine Hat, AB project described the narrative style of its 2017 report:
“This year, you will discover that our publication looks a bit different from years prior. Our new layout
is still informative, inspiring, and tells people the story of Medicine Hat and Southeastern Alberta.
We’ve highlighted some powerful stories this year, focused on our theme of ‘Belonging: Connection to
Community’ and are intrigued to hear what you think that means” [121].
3.3.6. Governance Uses of Indicators
We identified five overarching forms of intended SI use across the initiatives: informing the
public, influencing governmental decision-making, informing economic development, encouraging
multi-stakeholder dialogue, and demonstrating the need for (or impact of) granting activity.
All initiatives expressed some desire to inform or engage the public, although the nature of this
engagement (as discussed below) was envisioned very differently across initiatives. Due to the large
number of VS initiatives, the majority (71.8%) described the instrumental use of supporting the
granting activities of the community foundation, both by highlighting needs among the population and
demonstrating the impact of previous grants. Eleven initiatives (28.2%) expressed a desire to influence
economic development, intending to inform decisions about economic opportunities and threats
related to key sectors like natural resource industries and tourism. For example, the two Indigenous
initiatives were concerned about resource extraction activities (i.e., forestry and mining), aiming to use
the indicators to influence management decisions, while highly tourism-dependent municipalities
like Whistler, BC sought to guide future tourism investment and economic development planning.
Only two VS initiatives had a clear economic development focus (Clayoquot Sound and Columbia
Valley), both of which expressed concern over managing growth in a sustainable manner in light of
tourism activity and in-migration. An inter-related use was informing government decision-making,
which was discussed by 58.9% of initiatives. 58.9% of initiatives also expressed an interest in facilitating
discussion among multiple stakeholders in the community or region. Figure 13 shows these intended
uses, represented as the percentage of initiatives (weighted to 100) by stakeholder type that described
each form of use.
These intended uses varied considerably between non-profits (dominated by community
foundations) and other stakeholder types. The former were often interested in using the SIs to
justify their granting activity and inform residents of these efforts. In some cases, this was expressed
in strategic terms, like the Brandon, MB report which stated that “[preparing] a Vital Signs report
is an excellent way to begin to build our profile and role in our community” [122]. In contrast,
initiatives led by municipalities and regional governing bodies (e.g., counties, Indigenous nations) were
interested in using the indicators to inform their own decision-making and increase public participation.
For example, the Canmore Community Monitoring Report aimed to “ . . . increase citizen participation
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Finally, there was a common interest among all initiative types to use the indicators to facilitate
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multi-stakeholder dialogue, although they placed differing emphasis on this goal and envisioned it
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efforts over time and influence new projects and policies.
In contrast, more locally-driven VS projects called for different stakeholder groups to come
together to discuss their goals for a sustainable community or region, articulating clear conceptual
and instrumental uses. The Columbia Valley report articulated this goal in the following way:
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3.3.7. Depth of Stakeholder Collaboration
Similarly, initiatives occurred across a spectrum of collaborative practices. On one end, initiatives
driven by strategic instrumental goals tended to engage with other stakeholders in a relatively
shallow manner. Many VS reports claimed to embody collaborative principles but only discussed
the involvement of other stakeholder groups in terms of resources they provided to the project (e.g.,
funding, data). VS reports often discussed local agencies that provided data, like school districts, police,
libraries, and homelessness support groups, but rarely described whether these groups informed the
design of the project beyond data provision. Furthermore, some initiatives seemed not to consider these
groups in the ongoing role of the tool itself, reflected in this quotation from Lunenburg County VS:
“Through this report, we are giving all community members the facts in a clear and unbiased fashion
about how our community is faring. Let this report assist and inspire us to bring about changes that
will improve the quality of our lives now and in the future” [126].
This excerpt is reflective of VS projects that primarily addressed individual residents,
recommending actions at the household level but overlooking collective responses or the role of
local agencies that provided data to the project. Twenty-three VS projects (85.2% of VS and 58.9% of
the overall sample) took this non-collaborative approach, as did the two CIW initiatives.
In contrast, 10 initiatives (26%) enshrined multi-stakeholder dialogue and collective action. Led
by a wider variety of lead actors (including one VS), these projects engaged a similarly broad range of
stakeholders, including local residents, provincial and federal government, businesses and business
support agencies, think tanks, consultants, and social services. Reports discussed the roles played
by such stakeholders in project design (which were often significant and ongoing), and collective
action to improve the indicators. Examples include participation in meetings, project management,
data collection and analysis, and providing feedback on the indicators. One particularly collaborative
initiative, Headwaters Communities in Action, discussed this process:
“HCIA, our grassroots citizen group, wanted to know what community well-being meant to you,
so we asked and residents answered us. This report reflects upon what we heard and, we hope, will
initiate conversations that move us to collective action for vibrant, just and sustainable community
living” [127].
On an intermediate level, four VS initiatives embodied some of these collaborative principles,
engaging a similarly wide group of stakeholders but often relegating these partners to more limited
roles and conducting less in-depth community engagement methods.
Based on the governance features discussed above, we grouped all initiatives into a typology that
differentiates their approaches to SI design and use. Informed by Arnstein’s ladder of participation [55],
Himmelmann’s continuum of collaboration [56], and collaborative and multi-level governance
theories [20,53], we delineate a range of collaborative practices, considering whether multi-stakeholder
engagement efforts featured genuine collaboration versus more shallow interactions like networking or
information-sharing, and the level of meaningful public participation. Finally, we articulate different
forms of SI use, borrowing from Hezri and Dovers’ typology [16] and subsequent discussions on
instrumental and conceptual SI use [3,18], as shown in Figure 14.
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4.1. Geographic Divide in SI Initiatives and Priorities
Rural Canada features disparate regional geographic circumstances, demography, and socio-economic
forces [70]. However, our analysis found that SI initiatives tend to be carried out in communities that are close
to urban centers with relatively stable populations and low levels of natural resource employment. There were
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several exceptions in highly resource-dependent and remote areas, supporting the well-established use
of SI tools to strengthen resilience in communities that depend on resource sectors like forestry and
mining [30,66,108]. However, this clustering of initiatives is not reflective of many rural Canadian realities.
For example, the average amount of dependence on primary industry employment in the sample (7.4%) is
lower than across rural Canada, which was 11% in September 2020 [90], and which contributes up to 30% of
labor force income in 1800 rural and remote communities [89].
Regarding the first research question, which investigated the extent to which SI tools portray a holistic
SD vision, the community capital-based analysis reveals both divergent rural SD priorities and common
interests across these geographic contexts. A high priority was placed on socio-cultural priorities like
healthcare, education, and housing affordability. This finding supports that of Hallström et al. [128],
who identified social sustainability as a strong feature of municipal sustainability plans in rural Canada,
while reflecting many policy issues over which municipal and regional authorities have jurisdiction (e.g.,
housing, education). As discussed above, these socio-cultural indicators were heavily influenced by the
standard framework and indicators often used by VS projects. Nonetheless, across both VS and other
frameworks, we observe a common interest in sense of belonging, social inclusion, and equity, reflecting the
importance of associative relations in many rural Canadian communities [129,130]. However, socio-cultural
stocks like gender equity and the participation of residents in community life were under-emphasized.
Further research should examine these areas of lower emphasis in particular rural SI initiatives, for example
by examining the gender balance on community foundation boards and whether public engagement efforts
sought to engage women’s advocacy groups.
Rural Canadian SI initiatives also reflected concerns about economic threats and opportunities,
particularly the need to sustain key sectors and anticipate changes that may affect the local labor force
and exacerbate inequalities. Especially in urban-adjacent communities experiencing rapid growth,
indicators emphasized concerns over development pressures like increasing tourism volumes and
in-migration. These concerns underline the growing trend of amenity migration, which present rural
communities with both opportunities, like increased demand for goods and services and tax revenues,
and threats like gentrification and loss of local cultural identity [82,84]. As the long-term socio-economic
consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic materialize, many rural communities face a possible wave
of ex-urban migrants seeking to escape quarantine conditions and avail of locational flexibility in
work arrangements and low-cost housing [131]. Financial resources were under-emphasized, perhaps
reflecting the fact that relatively few initiatives were led by the local governments that collect taxes and
allocate budgets that affect public services.
Ecological considerations ranged from the desire to preserve landscapes for recreational and
aesthetic purposes to ambitious conservation and climate action priorities. In more amenity-based
communities, landscape was often emphasized as a contributor to quality of life, reinforcing the role
of natural assets in sense of place [132] and amenity migration strategies. We noted a particular gap
in natural resource indicators, likely stemming from the low level of resource dependence across the
sample; however, more remote communities (including the two Indigenous-led initiatives) placed
stronger emphasis on natural resources. These findings highlight the need for consideration of the
many contextual differences between urban and rural communities [133], and different kinds of rural
contexts, in future research on sustainable rural development and SI tools.
4.2. Data-Driven Approaches and Rural Capacity Gaps
Turning to the second research question, which examined whether rural SIs support local
governance, these initiatives often followed a data-driven approach with minimal stakeholder
participation or attention to local context. Rehashing the long-observed tension between top-down vs.
bottom-up methods in SI tools [3,12,58], most initiatives took a uniform approach, applying a standard
framework and dataset to measure local SD conditions, sometimes augmented with local data sources.
From a perspective of collaborative, multi-level governance [19,20], this approach fails to engage a
wide range of rural stakeholders, relying on instrumental exchanges like information-sharing and
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one-way knowledge dissemination rather than genuine collaboration. In contrast, several initiatives
were highly collaborative, engaging multiple actors in indicator design and ongoing efforts to use them,
such as Indigenous self-governance and resource management, input to regional policy development,
and planning (including the two longest-running initiatives which were incorporated into municipal
planning processes).
This data-driven approach was strongly related to the nature of Vital Signs, which appears to
follow an expert-driven format that provides local community foundations with a pre-determined
framework and set of indicators which must then be translated into local contexts (see Supplementary
Materials). A number of local VS reports described this relationship, as well as CFC’s website:
“CFC’s role in the program, among other things, is to provide Canadian community foundations access
to national data sets, which foundations typically complement with local surveys, public programming
and events that mobilize community knowledge and help identify local priorities. From housing,
to transit, to safety, the environment, the arts and gender equality, the reports offer invaluable insights
across more than 70 indicators of quality of life at the community level” [25].
This quotation outlines a process in which the basic indicator set is organized according to CFC’s
framework and provided to local community foundations. In local VS reports, these priority areas
(e.g., housing, safety, the environment) are rarely explained in terms of local sustainability concerns
or justified with any coherent conceptual framework. Rather, they seem to be taken for granted as
universal quality of life and sustainability concerns. According to a webinar released by CFC for local
community foundations, this framework “ . . . truly encompasses a 360◦ view of the community” [134],
striving for a holistic approach but in practice heavily weighting socio-cultural indicators over other
priorities. In addition to this less-than-holistic framework, its strong reliance on Statistics Canada
data implies that these indicators may not adequately reflect rural realities; for example, data in
small communities may be suppressed for confidentiality reasons or not available at the appropriate
aggregation level [135].
A related issue with VS is that it was originally designed for urban contexts, then later adapted to
rural communities and regions. Holden [64] describes that:
“While Vital Signs is now led by the Community Foundations of Canada, it originated as a local
project of the Toronto Community Foundation (TCF) in 2001, where the TCF was identified by other
local leaders as the organization best situated to track and report on key metropolitan trends at a
critical juncture for that city”.
Although VS has since been adapted to rural contexts, as demonstrated here, these urban origins
most likely influenced the priorities and indicators it uses.
With little available information on the rationale for the VS categories and indicators, it is difficult
to disentangle the framework from the data it provides. Since CFC provides access to national-level
data from Statistics Canada, which are often supplemented with locally-sourced data from agencies
like school boards and health authorities, there appears to be a ‘chicken and egg’ problem: do the data
dictate the framework, or vice versa? Given this study’s reliance on secondary sources, future research
on the VS program should delve into the relationship between CFC and local community foundations
to examine these dynamics in-depth.
In contrast, grassroots initiatives had a more collaborative approach, engaging a wider range of
stakeholders and considering a broader set of sustainability priorities, including ecological priorities
like ecosystem health and economic goals like small business development. These initiatives, as well
as a few VS projects, interwove standard indicators with qualitative stories, resident perceptions,
and local data sources to provide a more nuanced portrait of rural sustainability.
In light of the governance challenges facing rural Canadian communities, including often-limited
human resource capacity [106,136], the VS approach seems to predispose local actors with less capacity
to adopt its framework in a cookie-cutter manner. Designing and using SI tools impose significant
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human resource burdens [137], including expertise in data collection and analysis and familiarity with
official data sources such as Statistics Canada, which are not accessible to non-experts. Given the
CIW’s reliance on similar data sources, and the non-collaborative nature of the two CIW projects
examined in the inventory, this framework seems to place similar demands on local actors. Regarding
VS projects, CFC itself suggests that community foundations hire a project manager specifically to
oversee the process [134]. After CFC provides community foundations with its basic framework and
indicators, any additional effort taken to contextualize these data to fit local concerns and engage
stakeholders depends entirely on the capacity and intentions of the foundation. This situation puts
smaller foundations (including ones serving a lower population base) at a disadvantage to those with
greater staff and financial resources.
This capacity gap also relates to the study’s findings regarding the geographic distribution of
SI initiatives across rural Canada. As discussed above, most initiatives identified (both in the initial
scan and the sample chosen for analysis) were in communities or regions enjoying stable or growing
populations and located within 150 km of a major city. These conditions support local governments in
acquiring sufficient tax revenue to undertake the work of designing grassroots SI tools, and provide
community foundations with a stable donor base. The two longest-running initiatives were in
municipalities that are both rapidly growing in population, close to metropolitan areas, and supported
heavily by tourism activity. In contrast, more remote communities facing demographic decline or
resource industry closures likely have limited capacity to sustain these efforts. These capacity gaps
echo previous research on so-called lagging (vs. leading) rural regions, which experience disparate
economic development challenges and potentials [138].
Considering these gaps, it appears that rural Canadian SI initiatives tend to take place in a
geographic and socio-economic ‘comfort zone’, raising considerable equity considerations. Although
urban-adjacent communities are experiencing multiple development pressures ranging from housing
affordability to tourism labor crunches, the clustering of initiatives in these contexts suggests that SIs,
like many other sustainability strategies, may be seen as a luxury only accessible to communities with
adequate resources. In remote regions that depend on a small number of natural resource sectors,
where the need to anticipate socio-ecological shocks is pressing, it is ironically prohibitive to use SIs to
support holistic sustainability planning. Future research should examine how existing SI methods can
be made more cost-effective for capacity-limited rural actors while foregrounding local priorities and
data, surveying whether remote regions in other parts of the world have used SIs or similar tools in
ways that effectively leverage existing local capacities.
One promising avenue for addressing rural capacity gaps is the growing focus on regional collaboration.
Many rural Canadian regions are exploring collaborative solutions to local service-sharing, economic
development, and resource management [23,24], including how roles and supports previously performed
by senior governments can be fulfilled by a broader range of stakeholders. As discussed in Section 1.4,
some provinces have regional governance structures to facilitate these collaborations and provide essential
capacity to local actors, while others lack such regional supports [8].
This inventory of SI initiatives reinforced the importance of regional approaches to rural
development, given that the vast majority of initiatives occurred at a regional scale. Interestingly,
initiatives were more commonly done within some kind of administratively defined region (e.g., county,
regional district, multi-county; 46.2% of initiatives) than in a region drawn by non-administrative
lines (30.8%). This trend also relates to the data-driven nature of most initiatives examined, since
Statistics Canada data are already aggregated at these regional scales and can be easily retrieved.
In contrast, SI initiatives carried out in regions that do not correspond with administrative boundaries
may be linked to emergent forms of cross-community collaboration highlighted by previous research
in self-identified regional designations like eco-regions [23,103].
Whether conducted within administrative or non-administrative regions, these findings highlight
the need for SI initiatives to engage a wider range of rural actors. Although the strong role of
community foundations expands the focus beyond governmental actors which have often been the
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focus of SI literature [13,16], while supporting recent research on the importance of philanthropic
organizations for rural sustainability in Canada [139], the data-driven approach discussed above
suggests that VS may not be appropriate for foundations with limited capacity. Future research and
practice should explore whether collaborative regional governance arrangements occurring in rural
Canada could provide the needed capacity to initiate and sustain SI tools within such settings [24], using
multi-stakeholder approaches that engage key actors like foundations, municipalities, and regional
government bodies. These efforts should explore the potential for more integrative approaches that
blend participatory methods like citizen science with standard datasets provided by VS or other
high-level frameworks, prioritizing adaptable approaches like the Sustainability Balance to foreground
locally-crafted sustainability goals while striving for effective use of existing frameworks and data [42].
4.3. Need for Culturally Relevant Approaches to Sustainability Assessment in Indigenous Communities
Finally, this study underlines the need for greater acknowledgment and support of Indigenous
approaches to conceptualizing sustainability. Previous research on Indigenous-led SIs has highlighted
that the knowledge systems of Indigenous Peoples differ from Western science-informed worldviews,
including those informing the SI initiatives examined here [107–109]. For example, the mechanistic
approach prevalent in many SI tools has been identified as antithetical to Maori knowledge and
perspectives [62]. In the context of Canadian-Indigenous relations and implementation of the
recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission [105], the examination of planning and
policy instruments on Indigenous lands (including SIs) should foreground Indigenous Peoples
as experts in interpreting their experiences while decolonizing these practices and supporting
self-determination [140].
From this perspective, the two Indigenous initiatives examined here are not fully comparable to
the other SI tools. Many indicators used in these initiatives were difficult to group into a single area of
community capital, such as caribou which simultaneously represented food security, cultural continuity,
ecological integrity, and spirituality. This holistic and relational worldview contrasts prevailing Western
conceptions of natural resources which often reduce their value to economic terms [141], implying that
it may be inappropriate to compartmentalize them into distinct indicators. Another key difference
was the conceptualization of SI use in policy, which was strongly influenced by goals of Indigenous
self-determination and control over resources and economic activities. For example, the Naskapi
Nation initiative was intended to anticipate potential benefits and threats from nearby mining activity,
while LRRCN intended to use the indicators on an ongoing basis both within Band governance and in
a multi-stakeholder forestry management board. These goals are informed by a very different policy
context than that of non-Indigenous local governments.
Future research and practice should acknowledge the fundamental differences between Indigenous
and Western knowledge systems in relation to indicator tools and continue exploring potentials and
challenges faced in seeking to assess and monitor Indigenous community well-being and sustainability.
Such explorations must be driven by Indigenous priorities and understandings, including conceptions
of data and measurement within these knowledge systems and consideration of potential mistrust of
official data collected by non-Indigenous government sources [106].
4.4. Limitations
This study’s primary limitation stems from its reliance on secondary data in a synthetic
methodology that inherently sacrifices depth for breadth. This methodological choice prevented
the detailed analysis required to understand questions like why initiatives chose the indicators they
used, how those relate to salient regional development issues, or detailed local governance dynamics.
These kinds of questions would better be addressed by in-depth case study research to examine these
and other rural SI initiatives in the future.
The study was also limited by our purposive sampling approach, which differed from formal
meta-analytical research in that we did not include all existing examples of rural Canadian SI initiatives,
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but selectively chose a sample intended to reflect the diversity of rural Canada and a variety of
approaches to SI design. However, this selectivity may have inadvertently excluded relevant insights
from initiatives that fell outside of the exclusion criteria (e.g., single-sector projects) or over- or
under-represented certain geographic contexts or types of initiatives.
Another limitation stems from ambiguities in the definitions of rurality and remoteness,
which complicated the classification of cases. Although statistical classifications like Census rural and
RST exist in Canada, in practice what is considered rural differs greatly across provinces and territories
based on a variety of social and geographic factors. This issue also affected the literature scan in
Section 1.3, since international definitions of rurality are even more variable and we used keywords
that may have inadvertently excluded rural case studies that did not use these terms. As noted in
Section 2, academic publications on rural Canadian SI initiatives were scarce, requiring the search for
grey literature sources. We considered how initiatives described their communities (e.g., rural, remote,
Northern) while comparing them to the RST classification. Variable notions of rurality across these
contexts could be examined further through comparative case studies or survey-based research.
The sample was also heavily weighted towards VS projects and the geographic context of urban-adjacent
rural communities. This over-representation influenced the indicator-based analysis due to the tendency
for VS projects to prioritize socio-cultural capital indicators. The strong presence of urban-adjacent
contexts also weighted the indicator-based analysis towards concerns like tourism growth and amenity
migration (discussed above), while development issues in more remote communities were under-represented.
For example, natural resource indicators received relatively little attention, despite the continued importance
of resource sectors in many rural communities.
Finally, we were limited by a language barrier that prevented a thorough examination of initiatives
in Francophone areas of Canada. Although we located a provincial SI framework in Québec [117],
we could not identify any local initiatives or derivations of the provincial tool. Future bilingual
investigation should compare local SI tools in these areas with those examined here.
5. Conclusions
This article contributes to ongoing efforts to clarify the value of SI tools, expanding the focus into
rural and resource-based areas and synthesizing local experiences in these contexts. The inventory
presented here identifies that in rural Canada, SI initiatives have often been conducted in communities
benefitting from favourable geographic and socio-economic conditions, reflecting pre-existing capacity
gaps across rural contexts. This capacity issue is closely related to the prevalence of data-driven
approaches that mask local contextual priorities behind standardized indicators, which are more
likely when local actors have limited human resources and expertise. In contrast, a number of
rural stakeholders have used these tools in more participatory ways, highlighting potential overlaps
between these approaches and collaborative regional governance efforts [23,24]. These more nuanced
approaches to measuring rural SD conditions often drew on local knowledge and stories, supporting
recent research proposing that storytelling can be used to enrich local SI tools and mobilize rural
stakeholders [142]. Demonstrated in our typology of rural SI use, this collaborative approach can
engage a diverse range of stakeholders in setting a locally grounded sustainability agenda while
providing essential context to interpret quantitative indicators.
Future research can compare the experiences of rural Canada to other jurisdictions, such as in
the European Union where strong rural development supports under the Community-Led Local
Development program could be examined to identify linkages with local SI experiences [143]. Although
relatively few initiatives examined here were in highly resource-dependent areas, more in-depth
investigation could compare these projects to a wider set of SI case studies in single-resource
communities, both in Canada and internationally. In the context of ongoing efforts towards regional
collaboration in rural Canada [8], further investigation is also needed to examine how SI tools can
be used to engage a wider range of rural stakeholders. Our analysis aims to inform new pathways
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for employing indicator tools to support rural communities and regions in pursuing a holistic and
ambitious sustainability vision in Canada and other contexts.
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